MASK PATTERN N 1
FOR 1-3 SEWISTS
ADULT SIZE

BY ADRIANNE POPE

TOOLS & MATERIALS
• 2 pieces 9" x 7" pre-washed cotton fabric (tea towels,
t-shirts and bedsheets work well)
• 4 strips of fabric for ties (elastic, binding, or shoe
laces will work, but my favorite is a cut-up old t-shirt.
Cut strips from the body of the shirt and trim to size)
• sewing machine
• thread
• pins
• scissors

INSTRUCTIONS
Work at your own pace until step 3. At this point, switch
to the instructions on the pattern pieces. Sewists may play
off the score or individual parts. If printing the score or
parts, make sure the printer is set to print at 100%.

1. Align fabric ties with DOTS on
the RIGHT SIDE of one fabric piece.
Make sure the ties are pointing
towards the center and are on the
RIGHT SIDE of the fabric.
Pin in place.

2. Place the other fabric piece on top,
RIGHT SIDES facing. Make sure the
ties are still facing the center,
clear of where you will be sewing.
Pin in place, leaving an opening
where indicated on the pattern.

INSTRUCTIONS CONT.
3. Go to the instructions on the pattern piece.
Note: Step 3 is intended for 2-3 sewists. If you are
playing solo, choose a different tempo every time you
turn your work.

4. Turn mask RIGHT SIDE out and
pin opening closed. Iron if
needed. Repeat step 3, but
this time stitch all the way
around.

5. Fold and pin pleats.

6. Stitch one edge at a 1/4"
seam. Turn machine on and drop
presser foot in unison, then
choose a tempo and keep it.
When all sewists have finished
the seam, lift presser foot
and cut thread in unison.
Repeat on other edge.

7. Repeat step 6 at a 3/8" seam.
Turn machine off in unison.

8. Wear your mask or give it to someone who needs one.
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MASK PATTERN N 1
FRONT & BACK (CUT 2)
SCORE
3. a) Each sewist will play at a different
tempo. Sewist 1 should choose a
slow and steady tempo, Sewist 2 a fast
tempo, and Sewist 3 somewhere in
between.
b) All sewists should sew in straight
stitch at a 1/4" seam.

d) Sewist 1 starts sewing first. Sewist 2
starts when Sewist 1 reaches 2nd DOT.
Sewist 3 starts when Sewist 2 reaches
second DOT. All sewists begin at START and
continue at their respective tempos, lifting
and dropping presser foot as needed.

STOP

e) Sewists will arrive at STOP separately.
When all sewists have arrived, lift presser
foot, cut thread, and turn machines off in
unison. Return to INSTRUCTIONS, step 4.
START

SCORE - PATTERN

c) Sewists turn on machine and drop presser
foot in unison.
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MASK PATTERN N 1
FRONT & BACK (CUT 2)
SEWIST 1

3. a) Choose a slow, steady tempo.
b) This step is sewn in straight stitch at
a 1/4" seam.
7"

d) Begin sewing first. Begin at START and
continue sewing at a slow, steady tempo.
Lift and drop presser foot to turn corners
as needed.

STOP

e) Sewists will arrive at STOP separately.
When all sewists have arrived, lift presser
foot, cut thread, and turn machines off in
unison. Return to INSTRUCTIONS, step 4.

START

SEWIST 1 - PATTERN

c) Turn on machine and drop presser
foot in unison with the other sewists.
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MASK PATTERN N 1
FRONT & BACK (CUT 2)
SEWIST 2

3. a) Choose a fast tempo.
b) This step is sewn in straight stitch at
a 1/4" seam.
7"

d) Begin sewing when Sewist 1 reaches 2nd DOT.
Begin at START and continue sewing at fast
tempo. Lift and drop presser foot to turn
corners as needed.

STOP

e) Sewists will arrive at STOP separately.
When all sewists have arrived, lift presser
foot, cut thread, and turn machines off in
unison. Return to INSTRUCTIONS, step 4.

START

SEWIST 2 - PATTERN

c) Turn on machine and drop presser
foot in unison with the other sewists.
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MASK PATTERN N 1
FRONT & BACK (CUT 2)
SEWIST 3

3. a) Choose a medium tempo, anywhere between
Sewist 1 and Sewist 2.
b) This step is sewn in straight stitch at
a 1/4" seam.

d) Begin sewing when Sewist 2 reaches 2nd DOT.
Begin at START and continue sewing at medium
tempo. Lift and drop presser foot to turn
corners as needed.

STOP

e) Sewists will arrive at STOP separately.
When all sewists have arrived, lift presser
foot, cut thread, and turn machines off in
unison. Return to INSTRUCTIONS, step 4.

START

SEWIST 3 - PATTERN

c) Turn on machine and drop presser
foot in unison with the other sewists.
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